GLUBOOTS
WATER BOOTS

COVER SHOES TO PROTECT YOUR FEET FROM RAIN AND MUD
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY..... DON'T MISSED!!!
GLUBOOTSHOES
cover to protect your feet from rain and mud.

Originally “Gluboots” has been conceived for walking in high level water in Venice, but during the test, this boots have found other conditions of use in different activities, becoming a cover shoes for:

- Motorcycle-Washing with high pressure water.
- Inspections in construction sites
- Gardening-Walking in the rain-any outdoor activity

“GLUBOOTHS” is resistant and it has a sole with a good thickness and this is the reason why this boots hold up at bad weather conditions. It is very practical, because it could be used by all ages and it could be re-used.

Excellent also for the snow.

We are able to propose this good with your company logo and in different colors.
Gluboots size

S: 21-2 - 51-2
M: 61-2 - 91-2
L: 101-2 - 121-2
Height: 50cm

Colors actually on production:
- ORANGE - 151 C
- LIGHT BLUE - 310 C

The colors could be selected for an order equal or higher of 5000 pieces.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

1. Heel support (thickness 0.5mm, dimensions 14*6CM)

2. Double elastic belt on the upper border make “GLUBOOTS” more resistant, avoiding the boot slips down.

3. Different size(s) have been chosen to meet all necessities.

4. Practical PVC bag, used to put the boots after their employment, multipurpose article.

5. The material is soft, studding to avoid the break at low temperature.

6. Anti-slide sole, with a big depth, is studied for a good resistance and for a prolonged-extended use.
   Thickness 1.8mm

7. Inside the box you will find two elastics to wear one for each ankle so the boots are in contact and assured with the leg.
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www.gluboots.com